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Detecting sentiments or emotions from language 
 — A significant area of research in NLP for the
past decades.

Introduction

Sentiment analysis (SA) is concerned with
detecting and categorising emotions from textual
information

SA has earned research attention which may be
attributed to numerous essential NLP applications.

SA has promising progress in high-resource languages,
e.g, English and Chinese. But the same cannot be said
for languages with limited resources.
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Introduction...

Under-resourced
languages are in

desperate need of
data, digital tools,

and resources

Socio-cultural
factors,

multicultural
factors affect 

 languages

Lack of resources
poses a significant

challenge
for language-specific

services 

Recently, SA has introduced multilingual sentiment analysis due to the rapid use of a mixture of
languages on various social media platforms
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Related
Work

South African Landscape

South Africa has over 60 million people.
11 official spoken languages and over 50 dialects.
African country with the sixth-largest population.
Most multilingual and multicultural societies:

Native speakers are fluent in at least two languages. 

A report shows that in 2020 approximately 40% of South
Africa’s population were active on social media platforms
and approximately 9.3 million of those are on Twitter.

Social Media Usage
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Related
Work... Cross-Lingual SA Methods

Cross-lingual methods to solve the challenges of under-
resourced languages.
Done by utilising language knowledge from high-resource
languages like English.
Translate the comments from the original language to
conduct its classification task with high-performing
models that are trained with large English resources

African Languages

Several Nigerian languages
Swahili
Bambara 

SA for monolingual, code-switched and multilingual comments
has been studied for a few African languages:
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Related
Work...

Cross-Lingual SA Methods

This approach was successful for the high-resourced
languages like Chinese, French, Russian, German and
Spanish.

However, translation from English to German, Urdu, and
Hindi had a bad impact on SA performance.

But there was a 2-3% SA performance decrease from
English to under-resourced languages with help of MT
compared to human translation.
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Methodology
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3 Preprocessing and Normalisation

Data Collection

Twitter Data Collection

Removal of Short and Duplicated Tweets

Examples: Loooool or Whaaaaaat and
ngwanaaaaaka is replaced with Lol or
What and ngwanaka



Emoticons are used as a distantly
supervised method to pre-classify tweets
as positive, neutral or negative. 
Positive, neutral and negative search
keywords.

SAfriSenti Corpus

Pre-Annotation

Annotation Guidelines

Positive Sentiment (POS)
Negative Sentiment (NEG)
Neutral Sentiment (NEU)
Positive and Negative Sentiment
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Three-way disagreement (NEG, NEU and POS).
Three-way agreement (NEG NEG NEG => NEG).
Two-way partial disagreement (POS, POS, NEU).
Two-way disagreement (POS, POS, NEG).

Annotation Process & Voting43
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Annotator’s background and training2
Recruit annotators: 3 native speakers
of each language. 
Technical and linguistic background.
SentiApp — an online platform for
organising and annotating tweets. 



Additional Language Resources

Sentiment Taggers

Sentiment taggers for Sepedi and Setswana 
Examples of Sepedi morphemes which
indicate a negative mood are: /ke be ke sa/
and /ba be ba sa/. 
Examples of Sepedi morphemes which
indicate a positive mood are: /ke be ke/ or
/ba be ba/.

Sentiment Lexicons
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Data Statistics: Monolingual Tweets

We report only the annotated subset of over 40,000 tweets. 
The monolingual tweets cover 63.4% (26k tweets). 
Our subset consists of a large number of code-switched
tweets (15k tweets).

Distribution of Setswana tweets

Distribution of Sepedi tweets Distribution of English tweets
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Data Statistics: Code-Switched Tweets

28.9% of those tweets contain code-switches of Sepedi and English (11,830 tweets). 
6.9% of those tweets have code-switches of Setswana and English (2,862 tweets).
Linguistic challenges: spelling errors, local jargon, ambiguities, homographs, and tonal
words.
lack of diacritics.
The socio-cultural background is necessary to annotate tweets correctly.

Distribution of English-Sepedi
code-switched tweets

Distribution of English-Setswana
code-switched tweets
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Sentiment annotation tool
SentiApp.

Sentiment lexicons for
Sepedi and Setswana.

Statistical analyses and
SAfriSenti’s  linguistic
challenges.

SAfriSenti — Sentiment
corpus for Sepedi, Setswana
and English.

Contributions
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Conclusion & Future Work
SAfriSenti —a large-scale Twitter-based multilingual sentiment corpus for South
African languages in a multilingual setting.

36.6% of code-switched tweets demonstrate that SAfriSenti is highly multilingual. 

We described our methods for: 
tweets annotation which contains tweets collection via Twitter API,
text processing and normalisation, 
removal of short and duplicated tweets, 
pre-annotation based on keywords and emoticons, 
and annotation based on strict guidelines.

In future, we plan to:
 Optimize our data annotation process with the help of machine learning to reduce
the manual annotation effort.
250k tweets per language for collection. 15
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